
EVENT INFORMATION
TO BE LIKE ME

DISABILITY AWARENESS PROGRAM

http://joyfullearning.net/


Thank you for registering for our To Be Like Me - Disability Awareness Program,

coming up on Thursday, December 2nd at 9:30am Pacific / 12:30pm Eastern. 
 This package includes all the information you need to make the most of your

virtual expereince with us.

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm happy to help. 

Hayley Legassie

Lead Educator | Joyful Learning

hayley@joyfullearning.net

EVENT ACCESS
Livestream
The Livestream will begin with a countdown timer at 9:25am Pacific. At that time, the “Watch

Livestream” button on the whiteboard in the Virtual Classroom will take you directly to the

Livestream video. If it is not working, try refreshing your browser just after 9:25am. 

 

Click Here to go to Virtual Classroom & Livestream
Secret Code: disability

Zoom Meeting
We recommend entering the Zoom Waiting Room 5-10 minutes prior to the event start time. We

will begin letting people in shortly after 9:25am Pacific.  Please only share the Zoom Meeting link

with registered guests. 

          Click Here to go to Zoom Meeting
 Meeting ID: 847 1458 9450

 Passcode: disability
 

Event Recording
Virtual Events can be hard for young learners. If at any point you find your students are getting

restless, feel free to take a break and finish the event via the Recording. Your event ticket gives you

access to the event recording for 7 days after the event and can be watched any time after the

event starts. The Recording can be accessed through the Watch Livestream button on the

whiteboard in the Virtual Classroom. 

Click Here to go to Virtual Classroom & Livestream
Secret Code: disability

EVENT ACCESS

http://kids.joyfullearning.net/like-me
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84714589450?pwd=Nng4Zi9PQUY4S3dQcGNyUXJXVnlQdz09
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84714589450?pwd=Nng4Zi9PQUY4S3dQcGNyUXJXVnlQdz09
http://kids.joyfullearning.net/like-me
http://joyfullearning.net/


EVENT AGENDA
This 45 minute class is designed for Grade 3-5. It will include a presentation from
the leaders at To Be Like Me, a short brain break, and a Q&A time. If at any point
you find your learners are getting restless, feel free to take a break and then finish
the event through the Livestream Recording which can be accessed through the
Virtual Classroom. 

EVENT INFORMATION

PRE-EVENT PREPARATIONS
One week prior to the event, this Resource Package will be updated to include a
variety of pages that students can complete before, during, or after the
presentation. To help with focus, we recommend printing at least one page for
students to work on or colour during the event. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The Virtual Classroom landing page for this event includes a link to our Disability

Awareness Virtual Classroom for your learners to explore. It is full of information to
introduce your learners to people with a variety of different disabilities. 

Click Here to go to Virtual Classroom & Livestream
Secret Code: disability

 

http://kids.joyfullearning.net/like-me
http://joyfullearning.net/


WHAT'S IN THIS
RESOURCE?

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
 

STUDENT ACTIVITY PAGES
 

BLANK TEMPLATES
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
FROM TO BE LIKE ME

http://joyfullearning.net/


use free and purchased items for your own classroom students, or

your own personal use. 

Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional

development workshops, or other venues, only if both credit is given

to myself as the author, and links back to our websites are included

in the presentation. 

claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove

copyright/watermarks. 

Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale or free

without prior written permission.

Post this document for sale/ free elsewhere on the internet (this

includes Google Doc links on blogs). 

Making copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly

forbidden and is a violation of Terms of Use..

By downloading this resource you are agreeing that the contents are

the intellectual property of Hayley Legassie or other creators where

indicated; and licensed to you only for classroom / personal use as a

single user. We retain the copyright, and reserve all rights to this

product. 

 

You may:

You may not: 

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional

ethics while using this product.  

TERMS OF USE
Thank you for downloading this resource!

http://joyfullearning.net/


VIRTUAL
CLASSROOM

 Our Virtual Classrooms are a child-friendly platform filled with books, videos, and

activities. This classroom is designed to help kids learn about what disabilities,

what it's like for individuals with specific disabilities, and to begin thinking about

how their actions and behaviours can create a more inclusive community. 

 

http://joyfullearning.net/


http://kids.joyfullearning.net/disasters


STUDENT
ACTIVITIES

Use the following pages to help students reflect on the main messages in

the presentation and to learn more about disabilities. We have also included

blank templates to use with any writing prompt or question.

http://joyfullearning.net/
























BLANK
TEMPLATES

Use the following pages to help students reflect on the main messages in

the presentation and to learn more about disabilities with a question or

writing prompt that best fits the needs of your students.

http://joyfullearning.net/














DEAF & HARD
OF HEARING

These resources have been prepared by the educators at To Be Like Me

and are designed to help you guide your students into a greater

understanding of the specific disabilities discussed during the event. 
Visit the To Be Like Me website for even more handy resources. 



DEAF/HARD OF HEARING

INTRODUCTIONS

Click on the photo to meet TJ.

He will tell you about himself

and what it's like to be Deaf.

Shawnett enjoys interacting with and meeting all of the different people who come

through To Be Like Me. She loves educating others and raising awareness about

disabilities. Shawnett has Larsen syndrome and works as an advocate for people with

disabilities. Larsen syndrome is a rare genetic disorder that impacts the development

of many bones in the body including the tiny bones in the ear. Due to these

malformations in the ear bones, Shawnett is Deaf. 

MEET  MS.WHEELCHAIR  TEXAS 2020
SHAWNETT  V IANI



Link to Publisher

What is the difference between Deaf and hard of hearing?

The term "Deaf" refers to people who cannot hear.

If you capitalize the word "Deaf," it refers to people who identify
with Deaf culture and use American Sign Language.

Hard of hearing often refers to mild-moderate hearing loss.

What causes hearing loss?

Hearing loss may be caused by a number of factors, including:
genetics, aging, exposure to noise, some infections, birth
complications, trauma to the ear, and certain medications or
toxins.

How many people in the United States are deaf?

About 600,000 people in America are Deaf. Half of those are
over age 65.  However, six million people in the United States
report having difficulty hearing.

https://www.nad.org

Definition and Description



Why did Moses’ teacher give the students balloons to hold during the concert?

How do you think that Moses and his classmates felt when they found out the 

percussionist was Deaf?

How could you communicate with someone that is Deaf if you don’t know

American Sign Language?

Click on the image to hear TJ talk

about the book, Moses Goes to a

Concert.

Discussion Questions

Link to Publisher

Click on the image to hear the author,

Isaac Millman, read Moses Goes to a

Concert.

Do you think that balloons filled with carbon dioxide or helium would
be better conductors of sound? Click the picture for an experiment.

DEAF/ HARD OF HEARING

BOOKS/LITERATURE

Activity: 

Name: 



Mini Lesson: Read Chapter 7 (beginning on page 72)

How have subtitles changed TV watching for people who are Deaf?

Why can’t CeCe just turn up the volume? Knowing this, does it help when you talk

really loudly to deaf people?

How did CeCe feel when she saw a character who was Deaf on the afterschool

special?

Given what you learned about lip reading when CeCe was watching TV, what are

some things that you should/shouldn’t do to help a person who is Deaf  lip read?

Click on the image of TJ to hear

T.J. talk about the book, El Deafo. 

Discussion Questions:

Click on the image of El Deafo to

hear author, CeCe Bell, read

Chapter 7.

Name: 

Link to Publisher



You cannot make any sound, just move your lips as if you are saying the

words.  If you are online, have students mute themselves.

Round 1 - have students face each other. Without producing sound, tell your

partner your favorite holiday. Use lip reading to understand their response. How

did it go?

Round 2 - have students face each other but put a piece of paper/book/barrier

over their mouth. Without producing sound and with your mouth covered use lip

reading to tell your partner your favorite movie.  How did it go?

Round 3 - have one student sit backwards and face away from the other student.

Without producing sound and using lip reading, tell your partner your favorite fast

food.  How did it go?

What did you learn from this activity? What strategies could you use when

speaking with a person who uses lip reading?

Did any students resort to using gestures? This is acceptable! People who are

Deaf use all the clues that they have available to communicate and understand

your message. That is called Total Communication!

Lip Reading Activity
Directions: Have students pair up to practice lip reading.

Name: 



Discussion Questions:

What are 3 things that these people who are deaf wanted you to know

about being deaf?

Instead of “running away,” they all encouraged you to say “_________!”  If

you had a student who is deaf in your class, what could you do to make them

feel more comfortable?

DEAF/HARD OF HEARING

Click on this video to hear kids talk about

what it is like to be Deaf/hard of hearing.

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)

Name: 

(Appropriate for early elementary)



Discussion Questions:

If there was a student who was deaf in your class, how could you help

them to feel more comfortable?

Many people who are deaf are proud to be a part of Deaf culture. 

Have you ever considered deafness to be a unique culture? 

Click on this video to hear people  talk

about what it is like to be Deaf/hard of

hearing.

Watch and discuss this video about a girl

who is Deaf. Learn about how her school

made here feel more comfortable.

Bonus Activity:

Name: 

(Appropriate for late elementary/middle school)



DEAF/HARD OF HEARING

Click on the photo to meet TJ.

He will teach you some sign

language.

American Sign Language Alphabet

SCIENCE,  TECH,  ENGINEERING,  ART,  MATH (STEAM)

Using the pictures below, try to spell your name



Name: 

Word bank: 

pinna

 ear canal

ear drum

ossicles

cochlea

auditory nerve

Click on the image to watch a

video and learn about how your

ears work.

Looking at the picture above, can you label the 
parts of the ear?  Use the word bank to help you.

The Ear & Hearing Aid

hearing aid 

microphone

hearing aid 

processor



Name: 

Microphone/Processor

Receiver (inside head)

The Ear & Cochlear Implant

Click on the image to watch a

video and learn about how

cochlear implants work.

Transmitter (outside head)

Electrode

Auditory nerve

Cochlea

Label the orange circles above with the 
correct number listed below



Click on the photo to meet TJ.  

He will tell you about a time that he

went outside his comfort zone.

DEAF/HARD OF HEARING

Going Outside Your Comfort Zone

WRITING PROMPT



Clearly state your central idea

Organize your writing

Develop your writing in detail

Choose your words carefully

Use correct capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and sentences

BE SURE TO:

“By leaving your comfort zone behind and taking a leap of faith

into something new, you find out who you are truly capable of

becoming.” - Anonymous

WRITE:  about a time that you went outside your comfort zone or tried something new.  What was the

outcome? What would you tell others about learning/trying new things?

Name: __________________

Writing Prompt: Challenges
READ the quote in the box below.





MOBILITY
DIFFERENCES

These resources have been prepared by the educators at To Be Like Me

and are designed to help you guide your students into a greater

understanding of the specific disabilities discussed during the event. 
Visit the To Be Like Me website for even more handy resources. 

https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons


MOBILITY DIFFERENCES

INTRODUCTION

Click on the photo to meet 

Ms. Matulich. She will tell you about

transitioning to life with a spinal

cord injury and using a wheelchair.

Click on the image to watch a

video about the spinal cord.  How

would a spinal cord injury change

the way that nerves carry

messages from the brain?

Click on the photo to meet

Lauren. She will tell you about

what it's like to live with

muscular dystrophy.

https://youtu.be/QVodMkjSbUw
https://youtu.be/EQDJKhFQCJg
https://youtu.be/L2fYuZW4tg4


Link to Publisher

Muscular dystrophy is a group of diseases that causes
progressive weakness in muscles.  

People with muscular dystrophy have a gene mutation that
affects protein production. Without this protein, muscles
can't get stronger.

There are 9 types of muscular dystrophy.

People with muscular dystrophy often use wheelchairs.

Damage to any part of the spinal cord often causes changes
in sensation or and/or strength below the point of the injury.

What is Muscular Dystrophy?

What is a Spinal Cord Injury?

Definition and Description



What do you know about Shane’s disability? What is it called? What does it affect?

Does Shane have friends? What does he enjoy doing with friends? Is Shane able 

Shane mentions that sometimes people stare at him or make fun of him. What would 

Shane details the assistance that his family gives him in daily life. If Shane 

       to enjoy life?

       you do if someone that you were with made fun of a person in a wheelchair?

       went to your school, how could you help him?

Click on the image of Not So Different to

see a preview of the book. 

 

 

Discussion Questions:

MOBILITY DIFFERENCES

BOOKS/LITERATURE

Link to Publisher

 

Name:

Skype with Shane

Click on Lauren's picture to watch a video

introduction to the book, Not So Different.

 

https://youtu.be/iKvImHDvbug
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781626727717
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781626727717
https://www.laughingatmynightmare.com/skype-shane


What does it mean when a dog wears a blue cape? What does it

mean when a dog wears a red cape?

You find out in the back of the book that “Rescue & Jessica” is based on the

true story of Jessica Kensky who lost her legs during a bombing that took place

at the Boston Marathon. How do you think Jessica felt going from being a

marathon runner to an amputee?

What were some ways that Rescue helped Jessica both practically

and emotionally?

Please don’t touch, talk to, or feed a service dog when he is wearing his cape/harness.

Don’t treat the dog as a pet. He is working!

Please speak to the handler, not the dog.

If the handler says that you can’t pet the dog at that time, please don’t be offended.

Don’t give the service dog commands.Guide and service dog teams have the right of way

Let’s review service dog etiquette:

Click on the image of Rescue &

Jessica to hear Lauren talk

about the book. 

 

 

Discussion Questions:

Link to Publisher

Click here to watch a video of the real Jessica
talking about Rescue.

 

Name:

https://youtu.be/brVkv0eMeL0
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/568255/rescue-and-jessica-by-jessica-kensky-and-patrick-downes/
https://youtu.be/ju1onrlkK4w


Charley’s initial reaction to Emma is that she looks “weird.” How does it make

Emma feel when she hears Charley say that she is “weird”?

Emma mentions that sometimes people stare, laugh, or whisper about her.

What would be a better way to respond to someone with a difference that

you were curious about?

Charley realizes that he actually has several things in common with Emma. A

good strategy when you are interacting with someone who is different is to

find commonalities. What are some common “likes” that you could ask about?

Thinking about Ms. Matulich, the Leader featured in the video, do you think

that she feels like her life is “weird” or “different?”

Click on the image of When Charley

Met Emma to hear Ms. Matulich talk

about the book. 

 

Discussion Questions:

Link to Publisher

 

Name:

https://youtu.be/nbTdqlXTtGE
https://www.beamingbooks.com/store/product/9781506448725/When-Charley-Met-Emma


MOBILITY DISABILIT IES

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)

Click on the photo to hear Lauren talk
about what it means to be an advocate.

Being an advocate is part of being a good
citizen.

Advocacy

What is an advocate?
An advocate is someone who speaks up for

changes that will 

make the world a better place.

https://youtu.be/Ek-2zkoEJtg


How can you be an advocate?

What would you like the

result of your advocacy 

to be?

Why is advocacy an

important part of being

a good citizen?

What issue is important 

to you?

Thinking about this issue. 

What would you like to

change?

How could you

advocate for this

issue?

Name:



MOBILITY DIFFERENCES

Lauren and the Mystery Message
A Choose Your Own Adventure Story

Can you find your way to the end of this adventure?  
Our hero, Lauren, uses her experience and resources to

find out who sent her a mystery message.  
Read the story and then watch the video of the real

Lauren.  She’s got a challenge for you!

Universal Design

FIRST - Click this link to see if you can solve the
mystery

SECOND - Watch this video of Lauren talking
about Universal Design

SCIENCE,  TECH,  ENGINEERING,  ART,  MATH (STEAM)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdwIQ9FQ_nff_ES6OpttCTJd-yYfZuUz5P-_QqCk-T4kLyIdg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://youtu.be/SFN6eX4IVUU


Universal Design Challenge

Deaf/Hard of Hearing

Mobility Differences (wheelchair, walker, etc.)

Blind/Vision Impaired

Speech (may not communicate verbally

Intellectual Differences

Limb differences (may not have or be able to use arms/legs)

Look around the room that you are currently in to complete the following task.
Consider the following differences/disabilities:  

Find three things in the room that need to be re-designed or re-

imagined to demonstrate improved Universal Design.  List ways that

you could change the item to make it accessible to more people.

Find three things in the room you are in that demonstrate good

Universal Design.  Why do you  think this is a good example of

Universal Design?

Name:



Click on the photo to meet 
Ms. Matulich. She will tell
you about someone who
inspires her.

MOBILITY DIFFERENCES

WRITING PROMPT

https://youtu.be/XKHKnJB0T4c


Clearly state your central idea

Organize your writing

Develop your writing in detail

Choose your words carefully

Use correct capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and sentences

BE SURE TO:

The definition of inspiration is: the process of being 

mentally stimulated to do or feel something.

THINK  Think about someone who has inspired you.  They can be someone you know or

someone that you’ve never actually met.

WRITE Why is this person an inspiration? What did they inspire you to do? What was the

result?

READ the information in the box below: 

Name: 



https://youtu.be/wU9K6rg-6Mk
https://kahoot.it/


CHROMOSOME
DIFFERENCES

These resources have been prepared by the educators at To Be Like Me

and are designed to help you guide your students into a greater

understanding of the specific disabilities discussed during the event. 
Visit the To Be Like Me website for even more handy resources. 

https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons
https://tobelikeme.org/online-lessons


Click on the photos to meet

Annemarie and Ben. They will

introduce themselves and tell

you about living with Down

syndrome.

CHROMOSOMAL DIFFERENCES

INTRODUCTION

Click on the photos to meet

Kathleen and Avery. They will

introduce themselves and tell you

about living with Williams

syndrome.

https://youtu.be/RhfoOsRZoo8
https://youtu.be/Q9HXxsd2XSM


Link to Publisher

We are all born with 23 sets of chromosomes.  

Our chromosomes determine who we are including our physical

characteristics.

Sometimes people are born with an extra chromosome or with missing parts

of a chromosome.  This is referred to as a chromosomal difference.

People who are born with an extra copy of their 21st chromosome (they

have 3 instead of 2) have Down syndrome.

People with Down syndrome often have upward slanting eyes, flat facial

features, decreased muscle tone, and a shorter stature.

People with Williams syndrome are missing part of chromosome 7.

Common physical characteristics of people with Williams syndrome are

"elfin" features such as an upturned nose and wide lips.

Unique personality traits of people with Williams syndrome include

friendliness and excessive empathy.

What does having a chromosomal difference mean?

What is Down Syndrome?

What is Williams Syndrome?

Definition & Description

Click on the image of Kathleen to
hear her recommendations for
making new friends.

Making Friends

https://youtu.be/hNgVytjHksM


Click on the image of Hannah's Down

Syndrome Superpowers to hear

Annemarie talk about the book. 

CHROMOSOMAL DIFFERENCES

Click on the picture of To Be Like

Me Board VP Brooke Taylor and

her daughters for a special

reading of the book.

BOOKS/LITERATURE

Link to Publisher

https://youtu.be/rsB5c_GQKOg
https://www.amazon.com/Hannahs-Syndrome-Superpowers-Three-Inspired-ebook/dp/B07S37QN44
https://youtu.be/9436S2RttzY


Watch this video about Howdy

Homemade Ice Cream 

(featuring To Be Like Me Leader, AnneMarie),

a store that employs people with disabilities.

Follow Up Activity

How are people with Down syndrome’s chromosomes different?

What are some of the superpowers that people with Down syndrome

have?

What are some of the challenges that people with Down syndrome may

have?

Kids with Down syndrome are very social. How do you think they feel when

they aren’t included?

People with Down syndrome are often described as being friendly

and kind. What are some jobs that might be a good fit for them?

Discussion Questions:

Name:

https://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/dallas-ice-cream-shop-offers-34-flavors-served-65229493


Cognitive empathy - ability to understand someone and see

their perspective

Emotional empathy - try to feel what the other person is feeling

Compassionate empathy - understanding a person, relating to

their feelings, and then taking action to help

Did you know that there are 3 types of empathy?

CHROMOSOMAL DIFFERENCES

Watch this video about a junior

high football team in Michigan

that learns about empathy.

Empathy
The dictionary defines empathy as, “the ability to understand

and share the feelings of another.”

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ejh_hb15Fc


What did the team decide to do for Keith?

How did it make Keith feel?

How did it make the team feel?

One player says, “I went from thinking about myself and my friends,

to thinking about everyone else and caring about everyone else and

trying to make everyone’s day and everyone’s life.”  How did

thinking about someone else, benefit this player?

How does this story demonstrate the 3 types of empathy (Cognitive,

Emotional, Compassionate)?

Discussion Questions

NAME:  



CHROMOSOME DIFFERENCES

Click on the picture to meet Annemarie. 

She will teach you about chromosomes.

When we string our genes together, 

it’s called a chromosome.  

Most people have 23 sets of chromosomes.  

They are all connected to form a double helix that is

called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid).  

Buildings are constructed using blueprints. You are

constructed by your unique DNA! DNA is so tiny that it is

found inside the nucleus of the cells in your body.

SCIENCE,  TECH,  ENGINEERING,  ART,  MATH (STEAM)

Do you see that dot? Pretend that is a gene.  

Did you know?

https://youtu.be/pQwdxetIb0M


Color the chromosome ...

your eye color 

Color the chromosome 

your eye color 

Gene     Chromosome      DNA      Unique YOU!

your hair color  

your skin color 

orange if right handed or purple if left handed

yellow if you are color blind, and blue if 
you are not

pink if you have allergies  and brown if 
you do not

blue for attached earlobes, and yellow if
unattached

blue if you are short or yellow  if  you are tall 

brown if you have freckles, pink if you don't

green for curly hair, red for straight hair

purple if you can roll your tongue into a taco
shape and orange if you can't

red if you have dimples, green if you don't

Name:

If you would like to paint online, 1. Take a screen-shot of this page 

2. Click here to go to Kleki.com, 3. Import the saved screen-shot photo  4. Ready to paint!

https://kleki.com/


Watch this video of some of our

Leaders with chromosomal

differences talking about their

jobs.

CHROMOSOMAL DIFFERENCES

Read this page about the

benefits of hiring people with

Down syndrome.

PERSUASIVE WRITING

https://youtu.be/P_06lmysU2k
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aQlcDob3F8X-4P6NDGzDpbagGLVbYNdpA3ocSgdtRsc/edit


Scenario

Ms. Flake owns a Snow Cone stand.  She is considering hiring some local students that have

chromosomal differences (such as Down syndrome or Williams syndrome.)  She isn’t sure if it is

the right fit for her business.  

Using persuasive writing, try to convince Ms. Flake that you believe that hiring people with

chromosomal differences is a good idea.

Clearly state your central idea

Organize your writing

Develop your writing in detail

Choose your words carefully

Use correct capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and sentences

BE SURE TO:

What is Persuasive Writing?

Persuasive writing is a piece of writing (essay or letter) that tries to influence or convince the

reader to believe what the author believes about a certain topic.

Persuasive Writing

Name: 



https://kahoot.it/


We love to see pictures of students enjoying our events and resources.

Please note that by sharing your photos, they may be used by Joyful Learning for

promotional purposes. Please ensure you have the appropriate permissions from

parents/ guardians to share these photos.

SHARE YOUR 
PICTURES WITH US

ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@joyfullearningacademy

 

 

ELECTRONICALLY 

hello@joyfullearning.net

 

 

VIA MAIL

#204 - 21183 88 Ave

Langley, BC 

V1M 2G5

 

http://joyfullearning.net/


THANK YOU 
FOR JOINING US!
SEE YOU AT THE NEXT EVENT

http://joyfullearning.net/

